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In each sentence there is a word of four letters hidden between the end of one word and the beginning 
of the next. Find that word.  
 

EXAMPLE:  The car engine is made in England.       Answer:  care 

1. I am so nervous not being able to do anything    _________________________ 

2. I can’t listen to it.         _________________________ 

3. Where did you read that book?       _________________________ 

4. He always sings in the morning.       _________________________ 

5. It’s good for me.         _________________________ 

6. We could have stayed in Paris.       _________________________ 

7. You would not have to fail at writing a book.    _________________________ 

8. She was holding the glass and biting her lip.     _________________________ 

9. That’s not fair for him.        _________________________ 

10. I went wherever you wanted to go.      _________________________ 

11. I did when you were all right.       _________________________ 

12. It was evening now and he had been asleep.    _________________________ 

13. They sipped and ate all of existence.      _________________________ 

14. They had come for the judge’s hunting rifles.    _________________________ 

15. Hating to see her degrade herself.      _________________________ 

16. The boys came back up the steps.      _________________________ 

17. The judge fumbled for a table cloth in a drawer.    _________________________ 

18. They defecated in the toilets and left them stinking.   _________________________ 

19. The respect on the policemen’s faces collapsed instantly.  _________________________ 

20. He works for the Americans.       _________________________ 

 FOUR LETTER WORD                   
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In the following sentences, three letters have been removed from the words in bold. These three letters 
make one correctly spelt word without changing their order. Find the missing three letter words.   
 

 Example:  Jessica arrived at the PY two hours late      Answer: ART ( Party) 

1. The rows were arranged in a certain FOR       __________________ 

2. Dorothy MAND to lift him  gently to the ground.       __________________ 

3. Fiction can be written based on imagination and CRIVITY.     __________________ 

4. The costly sofa was made from fine black LEAR.      __________________ 

5. She glanced around at the STAL chandeliers.      __________________ 

6. They shook the ground, as the BATTLESS raced overhead.     __________________ 

7. His medical reports presented a POIVE result.        __________________ 

8. Good MWORK was required to win the competition.      __________________ 

9. Seconds literally ticked away on the old GRANDHER clock.     __________________ 

10. The small EHQUAKE created a massive destruction.     __________________ 

11. The recording was produced by REING  an old track.     __________________ 

12. Small children often like books about DRNS and other monsters.    __________________ 

13. Mrs Jane received a POSTD from Japan.        __________________ 

14. In September 1660 Mary JOURND to England.       __________________ 

15 They moved the manger’s OFF to the 4th floor of the building.   __________________ 

16. Joe was the SKIEST in our class.         __________________ 

17. They started the COUNTD before announcing the winner.     __________________ 

18. It was a hassle when the PHOTOCOR broke down.     __________________ 

19. He shook his head SORFULLY, pitying Rose for her loss.      __________________ 

20. I'm looking FORD to seeing you.         __________________ 

THREE LETTER WORD                   
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One letter from the word on the left hand side must be taken and placed into the word on the right hand 
side, so that two new and sensible words are formed which are correctly spelt. Find those words. 
 

 Example:  Clock   &  Rash    Answer: Lock    &  Crash  

1. and & men         __________________  & __________________  

2. start & team     __________________  & __________________ 

3. trail & rain     __________________  & __________________ 

4. trough & rot     __________________  & __________________ 

5. area & ran     __________________  & __________________ 

6. atone & top     __________________  & __________________ 

7. baker & fat     __________________  & __________________ 

8. fist  & gap     __________________  & __________________   

9. forger & gene     __________________  & __________________ 

10. gape & gen     __________________  & __________________  

11. glade & dun     __________________  & __________________ 

12. grand & one     __________________  & __________________ 

13. grime & dud     __________________  & __________________ 

14. grind & hear     __________________  & __________________ 

15. gripe & don     __________________  & __________________ 

16. hallo & her     __________________  & __________________ 

17. hash & ate     __________________  & __________________ 

18. heart & sea     __________________  & __________________ 

19. heath & our     __________________  & __________________ 

20. bite & motion    __________________  & __________________ 

MOVING ONE LETTER 
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In these questions, find a letter that will complete the word in front of the brackets and begin the word 
after the brackets. You must use the same letter in both sets. 
 

 Example: pin ____    ill  lin ____   iln        Answer : K (Pink, kill, link, kiln)  

1. appea ____    ider    mowe ____    eform    ______________ 

2. pat  ____     aste   was  ____     alt     ______________ 

3. adver ____    at    fla  ____     ent     ______________ 

4. enlarge ____    nergy   envelop ____     quity    ______________ 

5. fals ____    xit    fam  ____     xcess    ______________ 

6. fee  ____    rag    frie  ____     own    ______________ 

7. doo ____    edium   millenniu ____     ind     ______________ 

8. modif ____    am    yearl  ____     awl     ______________ 

9. rea  ____    rotocol   scra  ____     ostage    ______________ 

10. scor ____    one    notatio ____     ovel    ______________ 

11. over ____    ease   par  ____     eat     ______________ 

12. teen ____    tuff    uteru  ____     tudy    ______________ 

13. swis ____    at    slot  ____     ear     ______________ 

14. goa ____    ate    hin  ____     odge    ______________ 

15. ear ____    ark    fu  ____     asty    ______________ 

16. pag ____    pistle   paddl  ____     quator    ______________ 

17. grow ____    eak    minera ____     et     ______________ 

18. mar ____    cowl   mas  ____     cout    ______________ 

19. scre ____     eight   shado ____     hale    ______________ 

20. win ____     nit    ban  ____     nock        ______________ 

INSERTING SAME LETTER 
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Three things on each list are linked. Underline the TWO that are not related to the other three.  

    Example:  Cat        Shark       Hamster     Dog         Lion            

1. carrot   spinach   aubergine   apple      orange  

2.  Australia   East ham   West ham   America       Wembley 

3.  shine    gloss    sparkle   paint      colour       

4. violin    guitar   mandolin   drums     trumpet 

5. tiger    cat    elephant   crow      parrot 

6. hydrogen   oxygen   chlorine   water     nitric acid         

7. Ilford    England   Eastham   Iver      India  

8. brown   queen   white    yellow        king 

9. square   rectangle   quadrilateral  triangle     circle       

10. window   hat    shoe    stable     socks 

11. plum    orange   rose    apple      jasmine 

12. iron    copper   brass    wood      plastic 

13. oil    electricity   glass    coal      stone 

14. pencil   pen    paper   book      crayon 

15. mouse   telephone   computer   keyboard     table 

16. mango   grapes   pineapple   broccoli      onion 

17. nurse    architect   doctor   surgeon     teacher 

18. school   teacher   carpenter   table      student 

19. stage    drama   meat    actor      restaurant 

20. spoon   fork    spade   rake      wheel 

21. face    hand    table    mouth     chair 

ODD TWO OUT 
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Underline the two words one from each set of brackets that are most opposite in meaning. 

Example:  (up   run    walk)  (smile   laugh   down)    

1. (agreeable absent  betrayal)   (awkward  offensive   hold) 

2. (fine  agreement  new)    (discrepancy decline  modern) 

3. (strap  agile   ordinary)   (cleave  awkward  hold) 

4. (basic  band   genuine)   (hold   rude   cleave) 

5. (banal  primary  calm)    (impound  original  now) 

6. (basic  buy   betrayal)   (secondary  outside  detour) 

7. (choose  betrayal  passive)   (take   allegiance  distant) 

8. (declare  calm   country)   (donate  agitated  decline) 

9. (check  gobble  carefree)   (careworn  happy  distant) 

10. (change check   choose)   (decline  hold   modern) 

11. (behind  quiet   bottom)   (roof   top   show) 

12. (choose  squander  cheat)   (new   cleave  decline) 

13. (study  chronic  coarse)   (cash   occasional  beat) 

14. (classic  waste  obstruct)   (modern            health       awkward) 

15. (passive close   honest)   (calm   decline  distant) 

16. (combative passive      unclear)   (hold   distant  nonaggressive) 

17. (passive help   patience)   (cleave  active  own) 

18. (past  patience  change)   (now   assist   distant) 

19. (wonder spoil   patience)   (agitation  active  behind) 

20. (perfectly control  classic)   (now   secondary  inaccurately) 

OPPOSITE WORDS 
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In the questions the three words on the right hand side of the page go together in the same way as the 
three on the left hand side. Write each of the missing words in the brackets. 
 

Example :  chop (crow ) wear  fray ( ______) pail        Answer: flap 

1. chief (chain)  main    crowd  ( ________________________) cash 

2. print (ring)  gale    swing  ( ________________________) daze 

3. mean  (mask)  task    perk  ( ________________________) ream 

4. frame  (ramp)  stop    cliff  ( ________________________) plot 

5. shop (fish)   find    step  ( ________________________) long 

6. vane  (nest)  stag    stag   ( ________________________) edge 

7. edge (edgy )  gypsy    tout   ( ________________________) olive 

8. loaf  (oath)  thaw    tort  ( ________________________)  aloe 

9. amber  (adore)  dower   fibro   ( ________________________)  loath 

10. gift (fair)   rate    tack  ( ________________________)  tone 

11. rear  (army)  myth    lobe   ( ________________________)  stir 

12. stoat  (stark)  park    polka  ( ________________________)  over 

13. malt  (make)  cake    live   ( ________________________)  game 

14. load  (lash)  cash    main   ( ________________________)  hand 

15. read  (pray)  ploy     liar  ( ________________________)  foot 

16. rain (into)  told    toga  ( ________________________)  tent 

17. lead  (sand)  skin    moon ( ________________________)  hair 

18. acre  (actor)  tore    care   ( ________________________)  melt 

19. note  (nest)  rest    cute   ( ________________________)  cult 

20. crumb  (mural) alert    forge  ( ________________________)  atlas  

LETTER GAME 
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Find the number that continues the series in the most sensible way. Write them in the brackets. 

  Example:  8 11 13 15 _18  _21_        

1. 3  6  9  12   _________   _________  

2. 2  4  8  16   _________   _________  

3. 12  7  2  -3   _________   _________  

4. 1  4  9  16   _________   _________  

5. 3  6  11  18   _________   _________  

6. 1  1  2  3   _________   _________  

7. 22  12  20  6   _________   _________  

8. 1  3  9  27   _________   _________  

9. 1  8  27  64   _________   _________  

10. 5  0  -5  -10   _________   _________  

11. 4  2  16  6   _________   _________  

12. 2  9  28  65   _________   _________  

13. 2  5  10  17   _________   _________  

14. 7  14  21  28   _________   _________  

15. -1  -4  -7  -10   _________   _________  

16. 0  3  8  15   _________   _________  

17. 2  4  7  11   _________   _________  

18. 0  7  26  63   _________   _________  

19. 6  12  19  27   _________   _________  

20. 64  32  16  8   _________   _________  

NUMBER SERIES 
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In these questions, letters represent numbers. Workout the answer to each sum, find its letter and write 
it in the space given.  

Example : A + F + C  (8 + 2 + 6)  Answer: G (16)  

1. (A + B) ÷ F           ______________ 

2. (A  × B) ÷ F         ______________ 

3. F  × C  -  B         ______________ 

4. (A + B + D) ÷ B        ______________ 

5. A - B + F         ______________ 

6. (F + G) -  C         ______________ 

7. (A ÷ F) × B         ______________ 

8. (D + E) ÷ F         ______________ 

9. [(A + B + C) - F] ÷ F       ______________ 

10. H + I  -  A         ______________ 

11. [(A + B) - F] ÷ F        ______________ 

12. [( A ÷ B) + C] ÷ F        ______________ 

13. ( E - D) ×  F         ______________ 

14. (E - F) - D         ______________ 

15. (E - H) × F         ______________ 

16. (H + I) - (F ×F)        ______________ 

17. F × (A + B) - D        ______________ 

18. F × (G - H) × A        ______________ 

19. [(E  ÷ F) + H] ÷ F        ______________ 

20. [(A + E) + B] ÷ F        ______________  

SUBSTITUTION 

A = 8 B = 4  C = 6  D = 12 E = 18 F = 2    G = 16     H = 15  I = 5  
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Only ONE of the words on the right cannot be formed using the letters of the word in bold on the left. 
Underline that word. 
   

 Example :  CONSOLIDATE  (date   ate  dent   solid   tele) 
 

1. COMPLICATE    (ate   come  late  compile   complete) 

2. COMPONENT     (ten      tent      pot     none   come) 

3. DEPOPULATE     (pole   delete   late     ate    pelt) 

4. DEPARTMENT     (men   mend   dent    depend   part) 

5. ENDORSEMENT    (mend   meet   sort    endow   end) 

6. ENTERPRISE     (set   rise    pelt    pert    rite) 

7. DESIGNATE    (ten    date    site    desk    ate) 

8. REPUTATION     (put    not    note    taste   pet) 

9. ROMANTIC      (man   tan    mother   can    roman) 

10. NUMERATION    (ratio   ion     rat     rent    noise) 

11. OPPORTUNITY    (unit   port    porn   option   opus) 

12. OUTSTANDING    (out    stand   sting   stein    tan) 

13. PRESIDENT     (dent   reside   ten    tent   side) 

14. PRESENTIMENT    (men    time   rest    metro   rent) 

15. PROCESSION     (noise    rose   core    nose   note) 

16. PROMINENT     (ten    mint    mine   rent    tent) 

17. PROFICIENT     (cent   font    rent    rate    rope) 

18. RETALIATE     (ate    liar  late    rate    rope) 

19. RETRIBUTION    (but    ion    tribute   lion    note) 

20. RHEOSTAT     (state    ate    hot    taste   last) 

FINDING WORDS 1 
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Work out which pair of letters will come next in the series. 

  Example:  AD  FI  KN  PS  _UX_  _ZC_ 

1. AC  CE  EG  GI   _____________  _____________  

2. AB  CD  EF  GH   _____________  _____________ 

3. AB  DE  GH  JK   _____________  _____________ 

4. AZ  BY  CX  DW   _____________  _____________ 

5. CA  DF  IG  JL   _____________  _____________ 

6. ABD  FGI  KLN  PQS   _____________  _____________ 

7. AG  FL  KQ  PV   _____________  _____________ 

8. CBA  FED  IHG  LKJ   _____________  _____________ 

9. ZY  YX  XW  WV   _____________  _____________ 

10. AB  EF  IJ  MN   _____________  _____________ 

11. AW  ES  IO  MK   _____________  _____________ 

12. AB  HI  OP  VW   _____________  _____________ 

13. AC  GE  IK  OM   _____________  _____________ 

14. ZA  BY  XC  DW   _____________  _____________ 

15. AH  IP  QX  YF   _____________  _____________ 

16. GA  OH  VP  DW   _____________  _____________ 

17. AD  DG  GJ  JM   _____________  _____________ 

18. AC  CF  FJ  JO   _____________  _____________ 

19. ZX  XU  UQ  QL   _____________  _____________ 

20. AM  MZ  BN  NY   _____________  _____________ 

LETTER SEQUENCE 

A      B    C     D     E    F    G    H    I    J    K    L    M    N     O    P    Q     R    S     T    U    V     W     X     Y     Z 
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Compare the relationship and write the word in the bracket. 

 Example:  Enemy is to  hostile  as Friend is to  ___________ Answer: Amicable 

1. Page is to Book as Leaf is to       __________________________ 

2. Bank is to Money as Transport is to     __________________________ 

3. Hate is to Love as Create is to      __________________________ 

4. Shoes is to Leather as Rubber is to     __________________________ 

5. Fan is to Wings as Wheel is to      __________________________ 

6. Tree is to Root as Smoke is to      __________________________ 

7. Video is to Cassette as  Computer is to    __________________________ 

8. Face is to Expression as Hand is to     __________________________ 

9. Cube is to Square as Square is to     __________________________ 

10. Match is to Win as Examination is to    __________________________ 

11. Eye is to See as Ear is to       __________________________ 

12. Marriage is to Divorce as True is to     __________________________ 

13. Book is to Open as Door is to      __________________________ 

14. Tall is to Dwarf as Kind is to      __________________________ 

15. Laugh is to Cry as Catch is to      __________________________ 

16. Crime is to Police as Flood is to     __________________________ 

17. Bail is to Jail as Water is to      __________________________ 

18. Foot is to Shoe as Neck is to      __________________________ 

19. Ship is to Captain as Newspaper is to    __________________________ 

20. Player is to Coach as Pupil is to      __________________________ 

ANALOGY 
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Underline ONE word that does not relate to the other four words. 

   Example:  Cat        Shark          Hamster      Dog          Rabbit        

1. cello   viola   harp   violin   piano 

2. orange  violet   brown  indigo  blue 

3. Morocco  New York  Berlin  London  Ottawa 

4. computer  mouse  keyboard  shredder  speakers 

5. maple  ash   daffodil  beech  mahogany 

6. almond  date   hazelnut  cashews  pistachios  

7. gear   fuselage  bumper  grilles  headlights 

8. butterfly  primrose  daisy   buttercup  foxglove 

9. chopstick  fork   sujeo   spoon  plate 

10. apricot  fig   pepper  kiwi   pineapple 

11. museum  beach  zoo   home   galleries 

12. novel   author  biography  non-fiction  fantasy 

13. cottage  windmill  terrace  flats   bungalow 

14. celery  tomato  spinach  yam   pumpkin 

15. pizza   tarts   pies   ice-cream  pudding  

16. prince  queen  councillor  duke   marchioness 

17. poet   director  novelist  lyricist  playwright 

18. beer   soda   cocktail  tea   salad 

19. knee   chin   ear   nose   eyes    

20. lipstick  mascara  blush   lotion  eyeliner 

ODD ONE OUT 
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There is a different code for each question. Find the correct answer and write them in the space provided. 
Use the alphabet to below to help you.  

  Example:  If the code for BORN is  DQTP, what is the code for WORD          Answer: YQTF 

 

1. If the code for BROWN is ZPMUL, what is the code for VIOLET?   _______________________ 

2. If the code for SUGAR is RPKLU, what is the code for GURUS?   _______________________ 

3. If the code for SYSTEM is 131625, what is the code for MESSY ?  _______________________ 

4. If the code for HEART is BKUXN, what is the code for NERVOUS?  _______________________ 

5. If the code for MUSCLE is ELCSUM, what is the code for CAPITAL?  _______________________ 

6. If the code for CIRCLE is BHQBKD, what is the code for SQUARE?  _______________________ 

7. If the code for HIRE is JKTG, what is the code for SHOW?    _______________________ 

8. If the code for NUMBER is LSKZCP, what is the code for CHARGE?   _______________________ 

9. If the code for GRAPH is JUDSK, what is the code for WATER?   _______________________ 

10. If the code for TRANSFER is UQBMTEFQ, what is the code for AGAINST? _______________________ 

11. If KRJYBO is the code for  NUMBER, what is LINEAR in code?   _______________________ 

12. If ZXWBU is the code for WATER, what is THROUGH in code?  _______________________ 

13. If FSXBJW is the code for ANSWER, what is STUDENT in code?   _______________________ 

14. If VMVITB is the code for ENERGY, what is ACROSS in code?    _______________________ 

15. If QZSHN is the code for RATIO, what is GRAPH in code?    _______________________ 

16. If  IQTXC is the code for EMPTY, what is COACH in code?   _______________________ 

17. If XZWJ is the code for SURE, what is TRIP in code?    _______________________ 

18. If QNXDS is the code for POWER, what is OFTEN in code?   _______________________ 

19. If ZRPW is the code for COST, what is FUEL in code?    _______________________ 

20. If ITZX is the code for PAGE, what is DOOR in code?    _______________________ 

LETTER CODE 

A      B    C     D     E    F    G    H    I    J    K    L    M    N     O    P    Q     R    S     T    U    V     W     X     Y     Z 
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Only ONE of the words from the brackets on the right will go equally well with both pairs of words given in 
the brackets on the left. Underline that word. 

 

  Example: (dish   basin)   (concave  round)      Answer: (bowl    fork   glass   ball   sink) 
  

1. (square   triangular)  (count   calculate)     (circle     pentagon     round     number    point) 

2. (government   state)   (country   province)     (order     declare    talk     avoid     village) 

3. (discussion   school)   (question   answer)   (writing    learning     speaking    talking    jumping) 

4. (movement   jumping)    (steps   upstairs)     (running   laughing   dancing   singing   touching) 

5. (made   maid)   (tale   tail)    (parts    sound     music    animals    birds) 

6. (establish   permanent)    (temporary   piece)      (build     work      catch     run     small)    

7. (post    letter)      (job   work)                      (employ       employment      office       chair    table) 

8. (friendly   generous)    (type   sort)    (kind     anger     watch     look     blood) 

9. (climate   air)      (tune   melody)   (music     environment     violin     sky     red) 

10. (night   dull)      (dark    black)                   (morning     night     evening     colour     white) 

11. (novel   book)    (new   unusual)   (story     diary     notebook    note    piece) 

12. (culprit   thief)      (bill   law)          (lawyer     human     anger     court    actor) 

13. (passenger   luggage)      (air   plane)    (floor     mountain    airport    fence    art) 

14. (deed   feal)      (bill   law)    (actress     actor    act     cater    court) 

15. (coffee   café)     (drink    biscuits)              (goods     shop     sugar     doll    road) 

16. (word   paragraph)     (sentence   letter)    (book     writer    lesson    teacher    student) 

17. (ankle   wrist)         (head   face)              (parts     mouth     tongue    neck    hand)  

18. ( desert    quit)  (abandon   forsake)  (leave    dessert     sand       end     flight) 

19. (pencil   biro)   (crayon   pen)   (rubber    chalk     board     paper     ink)  

20. (mansion   palace)  (villa   flat)    (home    paradise     windows     life     cottage) 

     

TALLYING WORDS 
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The three numbers in each group are related in the same way. Find the number which belongs with the 
last group and write your answer in the space provided. 
 

 Example: 7   (28)  4  9  (45)  5  12  ( ____) 6            Answer: 72 (12 x 6) 
   

1. 4   (12)   3   5   (30)   6      6   ( ________ )   7  

2. 4   (19)   3   5   (31)   6     6   ( ________ )   7 

3. 3   (8)     2   7   (18)   4     8   ( ________ )   5 

4. 8   (32)   2   4   (40)   5     6   ( ________ )   4 

5. 7   (23)   2   8   (28)   4     9   ( ________ )   6 

6. 9   (88)   5   8   (70)   4     10 ( ________ )   6 

7. 5   (16)   1   4   (14)   2     8   ( ________ )   7 

8. 7   (23)   5   6   (21)   3     5   ( ________ )   1 

9. 4   (25)   3   6   (52)   4     3   ( ________ )    5 

10. 2   (9)      1   3   (29)   2     4   ( ________ )   5 

11. 2   (7)      1   3   (25)   2     4   ( ________ )   5 

12. 3   (12)   1   4   (27)   3     6   ( ________ )   4 

13. 4   (24)   3   6   (39)   2     7   ( ________ )   3 

14. 3   (28)   1   4   (68)   2     5   ( ________ )   1 

15. 3   (26)    1   4   (60)   2     5   ( ________ )   1 

16. 4   (14)   3   5   (22)   6     7   ( ________ )   9 

17. 4   (9)     3   5   (9)     6     7   ( ________ )   9 

18. 4   (22)   3   5   (37)   6     7   ( ________ )   9 

19. 3   (64)   1   5  (216)  1     7   ( ________ )   1 

20. 3   (8)      1   5  (64)    1     7   ( ________ )    1   

NUMBER PATTERN 
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There are three pairs of words in each question. Find the word that completes the last pair in the same 
pattern as the first two pairs. 
 

 Example: (tailors   tar)  (descent    den)  (fillets   _____ )      Answer:  fit 

 

1. (pinion   ion)   (pink   ink)    (pillow  ______________________ )  

2. (planet ten)   (plankton  not)   (pomander  ______________________ ) 

3. (pothole   pole)  (posture   pure)   (package  ______________________ ) 

4. (present   rent)  (primate   rite)   (evangelist  ______________________ ) 

5. (expat   tap)   (extra   art)    (founder  ______________________ ) 

6. (francium   ran)  (gasket   ask)   (mandate  ______________________ ) 

7. (mallow   low)   (manage   age)   (manifold  ______________________ ) 

8. (manner   ran)   (marble   ear)   (marine  ______________________ ) 

9. (mastic   cast)   (minger ring)   (mental  ______________________ ) 

10. (mineral   line)  (mistral   list)   (mongrel  ______________________ ) 

11. (monument   ment) (navigate   gate)   (mushroom ______________________ ) 

12. (nickname   name)  (nicotine   nine)   (observer  ______________________ ) 

13. (talent   ten)    (feat   tea)    (point  ______________________ ) 

14. (irritate   eat)   (wish   his)    (elephant  ______________________ ) 

15. (tease   ate)   (reach   are)   (shaft   ______________________ ) 

16. (careful   ear])  (watch   cat)   (lather  ______________________ ) 

17. (snare   ran)   (graph   par)   (decide  ______________________ ) 

18. (assortment   men)  (together   the)   (important  ______________________ ) 

19. (shred   red)   (situate   ate)   (slash   ______________________ ) 

20. (space   ace)   (snow    now)   (spare  ______________________ ) 

WORD PATTERN 
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Find ONE word which is closest in meaning to the word in bold on the left.  

 Example: Pull  (push agile  tug crash binge)      Answer: Tug 

1. chunk  (crash  down   lump   describe  confer) 

2. deserted  (dessert  vacant  camel  cool   full) 

3. pure   (fused  imperfect  authentic  refill   false) 

4. harmony  (discord  treble  opera  unity   song) 

5. rage   (sage   fury   profit   hot   anxious) 

6. honour  (prize   wish   celebrate  wonder  admire) 

7. scorn   (contempt  sympathy  value   careless  like) 

8. fault   (broken  sorry   appreciation down   mistake)  

9. help   (check  aid   cross   surgeon  tramp) 

10. protect  (harm  locker  guard   injure  refuge) 

11. quick   (sluggish  rapid   gear   blunt   nervous) 

12. wonder  (alarm  inspire  model  awe   desire) 

13. wish   (birthday  desire  dream  goal   future) 

14. king   (queen  royal   sultan  throne  steward)  

15. sharp   (blunt  knife   moderate  point   acute) 

16. success  (defeat  victory  pain   aim   trial)  

17. imitate  (joke   mimic  fan   actor   scene) 

18. reduce  (develop  trim   digest  low   lessen) 

19. story   (lyrics  fiction  fable   moral  fib) 

20. hunger  (famine  plenty  food   shortage  stock) 

CLOSEST MEANING 
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The word on the left hand side will join with a word from the brackets to form a completely new and  
proper word. Write the new word in the space provided. 
 

   Example: man          (note    age ram    now tail)      Answer: manage  
 

1. foot  (made      prints     port     ward     road)   ______________________________ 

2. house  (ever     hold     ship     by      paste)    ______________________________ 

3. back  (thing     pass     made    wards     walk)   ______________________________ 

4. be   (bold     works     come     flower     pass)   ______________________________ 

5. rail   (meat     flower     side      ball     road)   ______________________________ 

6. throw  (meat     thing     in    back     mint)    ______________________________ 

7. pepper  (in     port    mint     things    lift)    ______________________________ 

8. some  (road     goat    what    self     meat)    ______________________________ 

9. any  (road    meat     flower     one     came)   ______________________________ 

10. town  (smith     east     ship     by    paste)    ______________________________ 

11. black  (shore     by    smith     down     paste)   ______________________________ 

12. pick  (down     up     stone     pick     back)   ______________________________ 

13. under  (side    drive    stone     paste     ground)   ______________________________ 

14. air  (port    arrow    arm    down    crash)   ______________________________ 

15. butter  (crow    cup     pen    brownie   cake)   ______________________________ 

16. chop  (copy     stick    corn    cut    good)    ______________________________ 

17. rain  (drop    pour    vane   stock     shower)   ______________________________ 

18. green  (house    great    gravy    leaf     post)   ______________________________ 

19. black  (bird     colour     shirt     dark    hall)   ______________________________ 

20. candle  (smell     light    wax     melt     mode)   ______________________________ 

COMPOUND WORDS 
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In the following sentences two words should change places with each other so that the sentences make 
sense. Underline BOTH of these words. 

 

Example:  He cut the knife with a bread. 

1. The    music     was    my    loud    for    too    ears. 

2. Will   me   help   you   with   my   maths   homework? 

3. It    was    Jack’s    dishes    to    wash    the    turn.  

4. A    violent    gust    up   wind    swept    of    the   streets. 

5. The    rusty,    old    highways    broke    down    on    the    car.  

6. The    war    was    lost;    occupied,    the    whole    country    was    consequently. 

7. Princess    Ozma    when    brought    him    to    life    with   a    witch-powder,    once   he   was   a   boy.  

8. Then   of  strange,    fearful    sense    a   danger    terrified    me.  

9. Please    give    my    well   regards   to   Mr. Anagnos    and    let    him    rest    kind.   

10. It    seems    really    that    people    should    marvel    at   what   is    strange    so    simple.  

11. The    old    horse    panted   a    stop,    and    had    to    little    often    to    get    his    breath.  

12. An    Antillean    rabbit    very    is    abundant.  

13. It    calmed    her    to    nature    how    beautiful    recall    was    at    night.  

14. Speechless    for    at    long    moment,    she    did    nothing    but    stare    a    him.  

15. Right    in    the    cute    stood    a    middle   little    redhead    about    to    make    her    shot.  

16. The    farm    house    tomb    was    unlighted    and    as    still    as    a    area.  

17. If    sharing    is    upsetting    you,    consider    something    it.  

18. We    will    be    travelling    next    Canada    to    weekend.  

19. I   had    to    space    my    hardrive    to    make    clear    for    the    new    project    storage.  

20. The    children    decorated    the    Christmas    joy    with    tree.  

SENSIBLE SENTENCES 
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The word bold has  its letters jumbled up. Using the clue, rearrange the letters and write the correct 
word in the space provided. 
 

  Example: ydrai        (a book containing daily records)    ______________      Answer: diary 

 

 

1. dnocse  (60th part of a minute of time)    __________________________ 

2. lrfewo  (contains petals)       __________________________ 

3. wclon  (a comic entertainer)      __________________________ 

4. eawry  (extreme tiredness)      __________________________ 

5. agohmnay (hard reddish-brown timber from a tropical tree) __________________________ 

6. akel  (a large area of water surrounded by land)  __________________________ 

7. icenpr  (the son of a monarch)      __________________________ 

8. ilhl   (a naturally raised area of land)    __________________________ 

9. rebubr  (erases pencil or ink marks)     __________________________ 

10. beraz  (wild horse with black-and-white stripes)  __________________________ 

11. moemyr (the mind’s storage)       __________________________ 

12. borruw  (a hole or tunnel dug by a small animal)   __________________________ 

13. felte  (a group of ships sailing together)    __________________________ 

14. meta  (the flesh of an animal)      __________________________ 

15. amolnd  (an oval edible nut-like seed)     __________________________ 

16. bunyn  (a child's term for a rabbit)     __________________________ 

17. ronwc  (ornamental headdress worn by a monarch)  __________________________ 

18. tifevsal  (a day or period of celebration)    __________________________ 

19. teahr  (muscular organ that pumps the blood)   __________________________ 

20. setar  (a drop of clear salty liquid from the eyes)  __________________________ 

JUMBLED WORDS 
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Find the correct number that will complete the sum and mark your answer in the space provided. 

Example: 3 + 5 × 8 ÷ 2 - 10  =  2  ×  4   +  ( _______ )  Answer: 5 

1.     6 × 7  ÷  3  +  8  - 20     =     (20 ÷ 10) +  4  -  ( ____________ )  

2.     15 ÷ 5 - 3 × 1 + 1      =    ( ____________ )  -  9 

3.     6 + 9 × 8 ÷ 3 - 20         =     2  ×  ( ____________ )  

4.     3 ÷ 2 × 4 + 2 - 9       =     8  -  ( ____________ )  

5.     3 × 9 - 27 + 9 ÷ 3         =     2 ×  4  -  ( ____________ )  

6.     16 + 4 × 2 - 21 ÷ 7       =    2 × ( ____________ ) + 1 

7.     16 - 21 ÷ 7 + 6 × 3       =     4 × 5  +  ( ____________ )   

8.     8 ÷  3  ×  6  - 2 + 7       =     3  ×  6  +  ( ____________ )  

9.     9 - 5 ÷ (8 - 3) × 2 + 6    =    2 ×  7  -   ( ____________ )  

10. 150 ÷ (6 + 3 × 8) - 5     =   (3 × 6)  -  ( ____________ )  

11. 5 × 8 + 6 ÷ 6 - 12 × 2     =    3  ×  5  +  ( ____________ )  

12.   (14 - 5) ÷ (9 - 6)        =    1  ×  2 +  ( ____________ )  

13.   (36 - 3 × 4) ÷ (15 - 9 ÷ 3)   =    3  ×  4  -  ( ____________ )  

14.   (64 ÷ 4) × 3      =    6  ×   ( ____________ )  

15.   (24 + 26) ÷ 10      =   ( ____________ )  ÷  (81 ÷ 9) 

16. (144 ÷ 12)  ×  3 - 2     =   5  ×  6  +  ( ____________ )  

17. 22 - 11 + 17       =   ( ____________ )  ×  (10 - 3) 

18.   (4 × 11) ÷ 4 + 4     =    ( ____________ )  ÷  (9 - 6) 

19.   (5 × 6) ÷ 10 - 3     =    ( ____________ )  ÷  (3 - 3)   

20.   (3 × 4) ÷ 2 + 6     =    (2 × 3)  +  ( ____________ )  

CALCULATIONS 
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Find the missing codes for the following questions . 

Example: 5681, 5762, 5761, 8651, 7651   Answer: 7651, 5761, 8651, 5681, 5762 

       Sore, Show, Rose, Hose, Shoe           Hose, Shoe, Rose, Sore, Show 

1. Find the code for the word  BEETLE.     _________________________________  

2. What is the word for the code 72167?     _________________________________ 

3. What is the word for the code 32167?     _________________________________  

4. Find the code for the word  LOAN.     _________________________________  

5. Find the code for the word  DEAL .    _________________________________  

6. What is the word for the code 1364?     _________________________________  

7. What is the word for the code  4536?     _________________________________  

 

8. What is code for the word  TEAM ?      _________________________________  

9. What is the code for the word  SEAT?     _________________________________  

10. What is the word for the code 7643 ?    _________________________________  

11. What is the word for the code 7436?     _________________________________  

NUMBER CODES 

TABLE CABLE CATCH          62167     62345 

LOAD  ALOE  LOAF  LANE                 1365          1234        3125 

ESTATE    ESTEEM          STEAM        TASTE      123667         34236             123456 
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ABOUT ANGEL BULGE NEGATE       678157           16879           12345 

                                                                                                                     NUMBER CODES 

 

 

 

12. What is the code for the word  GENTLE?    _________________________________  

13. What is the word for the code 516897?    _________________________________  

14. What is the code for the word TANGENT?    _________________________________  

15. What is the word for the code   3527?    _________________________________  

16. What is the code for the word  CRATE    _________________________________  

17. What is the code for the word  EATER    _________________________________  

18. What is the code for the word FATE?     _________________________________  

19. What is the word for the code  2637 ?    _________________________________  

20. What is the code for the word  FADE ?    _________________________________  

 

         

ABET  BEST  ACRE             2175    2354 

FACT  BADE  FEAT              2346         1637
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Only ONE of the words in the brackets can be formed using the letters of the words in bold on the left. 
Underline that word. 
   

  Example : NAUGHTY  (cough thank tang  ghoul nasty) 
 

1. ONWARD   (optic   warn   done   vote   date) 

2. OSTENTATION   (outrage  tension  output  sconce  scorch) 

3. PLEASING   (plastic  seating  single   nice   east) 

4. DIGESTION   (disgust  guess   discuss  stone   station) 

5. CASTIGATION   (caster  station  calendar  calculate  states) 

6. CANDOUR   (candle  candid  round  rotate  rotten) 

7. ROUNDHEAD   (dear   rouse   route   heal   down) 

8. PROSTRATE   (proper  taste   proof   raffle   raft) 

9. RECEPTION   (note   recess  recoil   psalm  proxy) 

10. EXPERIENCE   (science  presence  peer   express  icy) 

11. PROVIDENCE   (voice   dent   dance  pseudo  psycho) 

12. QUADRUPLE   (plead  please  drums  down   door) 

13. QUESTION   (notion  west   node   tension  quote) 

14. QUAKER   (rake   rate   rail   road   kite) 

15. RENOVATE   (noise  vote   voice   read   road) 

16. RESERVE   (verse  vote   sent   rent   seat) 

17. RETAILER   (rent   lent   tank   tone   rail) 

18. ROMANTIC   (menu  tent   road   manic  rate) 

19. SPECTATOR   (specs  roads   rotate  spade  spice) 

20. SPRINKLE   (prince  rinse   sprit   kindle  kind) 

FINDING WORDS 2 
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SIMILAR WORDS 

ability    capacity  
abstain   refrain  
abstinence  temperance  
accept   except  
accept   receive  
ache    pain  
adhere   cohere  
adherence  adhesion  
admission  admittance  
admit   confess  
adverse  averse  
advice   counsel  
aggravate   irritate  
allusion   illusion  
allusion   reference  
amateur   novice  
ambiguous   equivocal  
anticipate   expect  
appearance  aspect  
apprehend   comprehend  
artist    artisan  
ascent   ascension  
ascent   assent  
ascribe   impute  
assembly   assemblage  
assent   consent  
avenge   revenge  
avocation   vocation  
aware   conscious  
balance   remainder  
bashful   modest  
behaviour   conduct  
belief    faith  
benignant   benign  
beside   besides  
blanch   whiten  
blessing   benediction  
blockade   siege  
bravery   bravado  
bring    fetch  
broad    wide 

bury    inter  
can    may  
character   reputation  
childish   childlike  
cite    quote  
claim    assert  
clothing   costume  
comfort   ease  
commercial   mercantile  
common   mutual  
complement  compliment  
complement  supplement  
complete   finish  
composure   equanimity  
compulsion   obligation  
congratulate  felicitate  
consecutive  successive  
continuation  continuance  
corporal   corporeal  
correct   rectify  
cosy    snug  
crawl    creep  
credible   creditable  
credit    accredit  
cure    heal  
custom   habit  
decided   decisive  
definite   definitive  
demesne   domain  
deprecate   depreciate  
descent   dissent  
discovery   invention  
discriminate  distinguish  
disinterested  uninterested  
disposal   disposition  
dissatisfied   discontented  
distinct   distinctive  
dramatic   theatrical  
dry    arid  
dumb    mute  
durable   lasting  
 

earth    world  
egoism   egotism  
elemental   elementary  
emigrate   immigrate  
envy    jealousy  
equal    equivalent  
esteem   respect  
evidence   proof  
exchange  interchange  
exempt   immune  
expedite   facilitate  
efficiency   efficacy  
eldest   oldest  
elude    evade  
enough   sufficient  
equable   equitable  
essential   necessary  
euphemism  euphuism  
exact    precise  
excuse   pardon  
expect   suppose  
facsimile   copy  
fancy    imagination  
feeling   sentiment  
fervent   fervid  
fluid    liquid  
food                      feed  
force                     strength  
familiar                 intimate  
farther                  further  
feminine               effeminate  
fewer                    less  
foreign                 alien  
forgive                  pardon  
gayety                  cheerfulness  
gentle                   tame  
glance                  glimpse  
grieve                  mourn  
genius                  talent  
genuine               authentic  
grateful                thankful  
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SIMILAR WORDS 

hanged                  hung  
happiness              pleasure  
hear                       listen  
honourable            honorary  
human                   humane  
healthy                  healthful  
heathen                 pagan  
horrible                  horrid  
illegible                  unreadable  
imaginary              imaginative  
imperious              imperial  
in                           into  
ingenious               ingenuous  
insinuation             innuendo  
involve                   implicate  
irony                      sarcasm  
irretrievable           irreparable  
image                    effigy  
impending             approaching  
imply                      infer  
inability                  disability  
intelligent               intellectual  
instinct                   intuition  
irony                      sarcasm  
judicious                judicial  
just                        equitable  
justify                     warrant  
lack                        want  
languor                  lassitude  
later                       latter  
lawful                     legal  
lax                         slack  
leave                     let  
lend                       loan  
liable                      likely  
libel                       slander  
lie                          lay  
like                        love  
linger                     loiter  
look                       see  
loose                     lose  
 

luxurious              luxuriant  
majority                plurality  
marine                 maritime  
martial                 military  
moderate             temperate  
mood                   humour  
moral                   ethical  
moral                   religious  
mutual                 reciprocal  
myth                    legend  
natal                    native  
nautical                naval  
near                     close  
necessaries         necessities  
needy                  needful  
noted                   notorious  
novice                  tyro  
observance          observation  
observe               perceive  
obsolete              archaic  
omnipresent        ubiquitous  
on                        upon  
oppose                resist  
opposite              contrary  
oppress               depress  
palliate                extenuate  
passionate           impassioned  
pathos                 pity  
patron                  customer  
peculiar               unusual  
perspicuity           perspicacity  
permeate             pervade  
permit                  allow  
perseverance      persistence  
pertain                 appertain  
pictorial                picturesque  
pitiable                 pitiful  
pity                       sympathy  
pleasant              pleasing  
politician              statesman  
practicable           practical  
 

precipitous           precipitate  
precision              preciseness  
prejudice              bias  
prelude                overture  
pride                     vanity  
principal               principle  
process                procedure  
procure                secure  
professor             teacher  
progress              progression  
propitious             auspicious  
proposal               proposition  
quiet                     quiescent  
raise                     rear  
raise                     rise  
ransom                 redeem  
rare                      scarce  
reason                 understanding  
reasonable          rational  
recollect               remember  
regal                    royal  
reliable                 trustworthy  
requirement         requisite  
restive                  restless  
reverse                inverse  
ride                      drive  
rhyme                  rhythm  
sacred                 holy  
salutation             salute  
scanty                  sparse  
scholar                 student  
science                art  
scrupulous           conscientious  
serf                      slave  
shift                     expedient  
sick                      ill  
silent                    taciturn  
sit                         set  
skilled                  skilful  
slender                slim  
smart                   clever  
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